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Message from
Sponsor
Nature has been ensuring order of equilibrium
since the creation of Earth. However, mankind
has labelled these acts of nature as natural
selection, greenhouse effects, global warming,
melting of the sea ice, changes in weather
patterns, bush fires, flooding and climate
changes, etc., and have not taken heed of these
warnings.
Equilibrium. Nature always ensures that equilibrium
is maintained. Our species have been creating many
short-sighted acts for years with little consideration to
consequences to challenge this equilibrium.
Nature has been ensuring order of equilibrium since
the creation of Earth. However, mankind has labelled
these acts of nature as natural selection, greenhouse
effects, global warming, melting of the sea ice, changes
in weather patterns, bush fires, flooding and climate
changes, etc., and have not taken heed of these warnings.
The last Red Notice of apocalyptic propositions to all
global citizens was delivered to humanity in November
2019 from Hubei, China. This message directed to all
of humanity must be taken seriously. While the global
economic impacts will outlive the pandemic, we believe
it is time to take giant strides towards healing the natural
world.
I am humbled to pen this message on behalf of all
Nations Trust Bank stakeholders who hold a collective
consciousness of the need to protect our fauna and flora.
We are privileged to be associated with the Wildlife and
Nature Protection Society of Sri Lanka (WNPS) for the
last five years. We wish to congratulate the WNPS for
the pioneering work it has been doing for over one and a
half centuries. This society and its dynamic officers have
over the years shaped the protection policy framework,
provided support in conducting research, ensured public
debate and adequate public awareness has been created
for critical conservation issues and even taken the policy
makers to courts on crucial conservation issues.
We at Nations Trust Bank welcome the WNPS’s initiative
to promote the digital distribution and delivery of the
Loris and Warana/Vaaranam magazines. This is an ideal
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time to capture the imagination of the next generation
of children and adults who are spending more time
indoors as a result of the pandemic. It is only by inspiring
people through the broad-based sharing of knowledge
and information about environmental abuse and also
highlighting the marvel of the natural world, that we can
gather the collective impact required to gain lasting and
meaningful change.
We take this opportunity to express our admiration
towards the WNPS’s efforts to connect with children
at home through their Backyard Wildlife Photography
Competition, which was a timely and well-implemented
initiative. Teaching our children to love nature is a
fundamental step towards addressing the growing
environmental issues in Sri Lanka. We congratulate the
WNPS President and his dynamic office bearers for the
work you are doing and we are confident that they will
reshape Sri Lanka’s conservation efforts as we all reset
our lives and livelihoods.
This issue of the Loris focuses on Sri Lanka’s
rich biodiversity and the challenges faced by
conservationists. Thus, as a bank that understands the
importance of protecting our natural eco systems, we
are pleased to be the sole sponsor of this magazine and
present this edition to you in partnership with WNPS. We
believe that through collaboration and awareness, we can
all win this battle together; creating a bright, sustainable
and eco-friendly future for all.
Thank you.
Priyantha Talwatte
Director and Chief Executive Officer
Nations Trust Bank PLC.
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Editor’s
Note
Save our leopards

October 2019. A black leopard, a rare
and iconic species, was spotted at
a location in the central hills. The
country was agog with awe and
excitement. Wildlife enthusiasts
were circumspect about sharing
the news and images of the leopard.
They feared for his life. Six months
later, in April 2020, the leopard
was dead. Ensnared on an estate in
Nallathanniya, the animal eventually
succumbed to his injuries. Several
other leopards met with the same fate
before him. And several thereafter.
Between January and August this
year, eight leopards were found
caught in snares, the majority in
the hill country. Five leopards died
as a result. Meanwhile, legal action
has commenced in the Hatton
magistrates court in connection with
the death of the black leopard.
The leopard sub species found in Sri
Lanka, Panthera pardus kotiya, is
the country’s apex predator. We don’t
know how many animals we have
because there has been no leopard
census in Sri Lanka. A guesstimate
puts the leopard population between
750- 1000. In the last ten years about
80-90 leopards are reported to have
died. A few common reasons for
the loss of our leopard population
are poor land use management,
reforestation, the clearing of land
for crop and tea cultivation and
urbanization. Because of this,
leopards get displaced from their
natural habitat and hunting grounds
and venture into areas with human
populations in search of food where
they get caught to snares set by
villagers to protect their cultivations.
But a more sinister and dark side
is also emerging where leopards
are being killed by poachers and
racketeers for their body parts. The
leopard which was found dead in
Neluwa is reported to have had its
teeth and claws removed. According
to the media Prime Minister, Mahinda
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Rajapaksa had instructed the
Director-General of the Department
of Wildlife Conservation (DWC) to
conduct an immediate investigation
into poaching in Sri Lanka after it
received information about a racket
involving the killing of upcountry
leopards to sell their body parts to
Chinese nationals for traditional
Chinese medicine. The outcome of
investigations such as these is vital to
put in place measures to stop leopard
deaths from going into freefall.
Another worrying trend which is
emerging is the killing of leopards
to feed a growing demand for its
meat. The flesh between a leopard’s
shoulder and front paws is reported
to have aphrodisiac properties and
fetches a high price. It is a fast
and lucrative way to earn money,
including for those whose sources
of income have dried up due to the
Covid -19 pandemic.
The Flora and Fauna Protection
Ordnance No 2 of 1937 prohibits
the use of snares except for the
trapping of pests. But, this has not
prevented its indiscriminate use and
the Ordnance is often described as
toothless and ineffective. In Deniyaya,
a leopard was found dead after it had
got caught to a traditional trap called
pani mula daanawa, a trap which is
set for dogs.
The protection of leopards has to
be a multi- stakeholder drive which
has to be led by the DWC which is
the government authority that is
responsible for the conservation
of this country’s wildlife. Most of
the time, the snares that are used
to trap leopards are made out of
three- wheeler cables which are
hard and strong. When the trapped
animal struggles to set itself free,
the snare tightens around it further,
causing internal hemorrhage and
asphyxiation. Automobile and motor
spare part shops must be held
accountable whom they sell the
cables to. They must ensure they are
sold only to registered owners of three

wheelers. There is a heavy onus on
the owners of plantations, including
those owned by big corporates, to
educate their workers about the
importance of leopard conservation.
The land which plantations are on
belong to the State which normally
leases them for a long term. The
Prime Minister is on record saying
that it is the responsibility of any
government to protect rare and
endangered species. Where plantation
owners are found to be negligent, in
addition to the legal measures, the
State must step in and discontinue
their lease. Responsible land use is
crucial to ensure that leopards don’t
lose their habitat. Politicians must
stop wielding their political muscle to
give lands to their stooges. Legislators
must amend existing legislation for
harsher penalties including long
terms of imprisonment and heavy
fines.
The potential for Sri Lanka to be a
wildlife tourism destination is second
only to Africa and we need our
leopard population for the country to
reach these heights.
Recently, the DWC opened a
Leopard Information Centre in Yala
to raise awareness among safari
jeep drivers and visitors to the park
about leopards and the importance
of protecting them. These are baby
steps which must be welcomed. They
must be encouraged to grow into
giant strides.
It is the collective responsibility of
all of us to be aware and to raise
awareness whenever we can to
put an end to the killing of wildlife,
willful and otherwise. The effort
must be transversal, where there
is a top down, bottom up approach.
Indifference makes us complicit in
the killing of leopards.
Mahatma Gandhi said the greatness
of a nation and its moral progress can
be judged by the way its animals are
treated. It’s time for reflection.
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A cat chat worth attending

Critically endangered

European bee-eater
(Pic by Pathmanath Samaraweera)
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research

A REVIEW OF
HUMPBACK WHALE
RECORDS FROM
SRI LANKA
(2008-2018)
includes a record of a
humpback whale and
calf from Mirissa in December 2018
By Gehan de Silva Wijeyeratne, Howard Martenstyn,
Ashan Seneviratne and Georgina Gemmell
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his paper reviews
humpback
whale Megaptera
novaeangliae
records from
Sri Lanka. It is
supported by
photographs which one or more
of the authors have been shown
or have been made available
online between 1 April 2008 and 31
December 2018, a period of nearly 10
years. It also presents details of an
observation of an adult humpback
whale and calf from Mirissa in Sri
Lanka and is one among a tiny
clutch of records (see Table 1) in
recent times to be supported by
photographs. It also discusses the
identification of humpbacks.
Data period
The rationale for the data period
selected is that Gehan de Silva
Wijeyeratne together with Jetwing
Eco Holidays began to maintain a log
of whale watching sightings from
Mirissa from 1 April 2008. This log
was subsequently superseded by
a whale watching log maintained
by Mirissa Water Sports (MWS), a
whale watching boat operator, as
well as a log maintained by Howard
Martenstyn. The log maintained
by Howard includes all the records
captured by Gehan and MWS as
well as records contributed by other
observers from all over Sri Lanka and
adjacent seas (Martenstyn, 2019).
Selection basis and table of
supported records
The records included in Table 1
have been restricted to sightings
supported by photographs. This
is because our experience is that
observers can make mistakes.
For example, Gehan (de Silva
Wijeyeratne, 2013) retracted a record
which he and a number of others
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on a whale watch thought were of two humpbacks in the distance who were
engaged in a chase. Other observers may be less self-critical of their records
and may continue to believe in an erroneous record. Given the scope for
error, we have deliberately chosen not to list or mention even plausible sight
records we have received as this runs the risk of substantiating what could
potentially be errors.
It is notable that the table below (of records post April 2008) did not include a
record supported by photographs until February 2014. This is six years after
December 2008, which was when commercial whale watching was firmly
established in Sri Lanka starting with Mirissa. Of the six records in Table 1,
three are during the northeast monsoon (October-January) and three are
during the southwest monsoon (May-August) in the month of August.

Table 1 - humpback whale sightings supported by images 2008-2018
(Sri Lanka).
No.

Date

Location

1

21-Feb-2014

2

No. of
whales

Comments

Reported by

Not
1
disclosed

No coordinates.

Tony Wu

25-Feb-2014

Mirissa

2

Spyhopping,
flipperslapping,
breaching and
fluking

Mirissa Water
Sports & Raja &
the Whales

3

08-Aug-2015

Mirissa

1

No coordinates.

Raja & the
Whales

4

17-Aug-2018

Mirissa

1

Feeding at N5º
52.6’ E80º 27.9’

Raja & the
Whales

5

26-Aug-2018

Mirissa

1

Feeding at N5º
51.4’ E80º 31.6’

Raja & the
Whales

6

02-Dec-2018

Mirissa

2

Adult-calf. N 5º
47.5’, E80º 20.3’

Ashan
Seneviratne

Photographs were made available to Georgina by Raja & the Whales and
Ashan Seneviratne.
Additional comments on the photographic records
Underwater photographer Tony Wu published on his blog an encounter titled
"First Record of Humpback Whales in Sri Lanka" on 21 February 2014. The
exact location is not disclosed and at the time of writing Tony Wu had not
responded to emails asking for the location. This record was followed by
an encounter on 25 February 2014 in Mirissa. Two humpback whales were
seen travelling about 1 nm apart and about 3 nm from Mirissa. Spyhopping,
pectoral slapping, breaching and fluking were observed. Dr. Jonathan Gordon,
an experienced marine scientist, had shown Howard images that were taken
during this encounter.
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Humpback whale mother and calf. (Pic by Ashan Seneviratne).

On 8 August 2015 a whale-watching
boat, Raja & the Whales, took clear
images of the flukes of a humpback.
In August 2018, Raja & the Whales
had two sightings of humpback
whales. The first sighting was on 17
August at N5º 52.6’ E80º 27.9’ and
the other on 26 August at N5º 51.4’
E80º 31.6’. Both sightings were of
an individual that appeared to be
feeding. Photographs taken at both
sightings were shared with Georgina.
Since whale watching was heavily
publicised in Sri Lanka in May 2008,
many whale watching boat crew
members had participated in over a
thousand whale watching trips. The
six supported records, and at most
two plausible sight records we have
heard of, show that humpbacks are
rare visitors. Going forward, Georgina
supported by Gehan and Howard
will maintain a photo catalogue
of humpbacks reported from Sri
Lanka. The Orca Project Sri Lanka
10

coordinated by Georgina has as at end of December 2018 uniquely photoidentified 39 orcas in Sri Lankan waters (Gemmell et al. 2019). After this
project began, the number of records and photographs received exceeded
expectations. It remains to be seen if this will be repeated with humpbacks.
The observation by Ashan and others on 2 December 2018 is useful as it is
one of a tiny clutch of reliable observations at sea supported by photographic
evidence and notes and is discussed in more detail below.
The humpback record on 2 December 2018
On 2 December 2018, Ashan took out a private chartered whale watching trip
with Mirissa Water Sports for students and family members of St Thomas’s
College. The group comprised 30 students and 21 adults.
At around 9 am, they had a blue whale, Balaenoptera musculus, off the
starboard and immediately on their left was an adult humpback whale with a
calf. The GPS coordinates were N 5º 48.6’, E 80º 22.0’, about 9 nm offshore and
beyond the continental shelf. A number of other whale watching boats were
around the humpbacks who were moving in a south-south west direction.
To avoid crowding around them, Ashan and his group decided to leave them
alone and followed the blue whale which was swimming in a south easterly
direction. They followed the blue whale up to GPS coordinates of N 5º 47.5’,
E80º 24.5’ and then returned to the humpback sighting.
Ashan and his group next encountered the humpbacks at GPS coordinates of
N 5º 47.5’, E80º 20.3’. The whales travelled in a south easterly direction until
Ashan and his group left them at GPS N 5º 47.0’, E80º 21.0’ after tracking
them for around twenty-five minutes with their last sighting at around
LORIS
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Route taken by the whale watching
boat. (Pic by Ashan Seneviratne).

10.30 am. At this point, they were the only whale watching boat with the
humpbacks approaching close enough for Ashan to see the distinct serrated
trailing edge of the flukes and long pectorals with mottled white edges.
During the period of observation, the presumed mother appeared to guard the
calf by keeping it away from Ashan’s boat. At no time did they observe the
calf or mother fluking.
There may be no correlation but it is worth noting that two days before, two
killer whales (orcas) Orcinus orca, were sighted in Mirissa by whale watching
boats. Georgina has identified these two orcas as being from Pod 1 (OM001
“King” and OK008 “Arya”), whose sightings had extended for one week.
The route taken by Ashan was recorded on a Garmin ‘Fenix 5’ Watch. The
track taken is shown in the photo on the right.
Significance of the observation
Prior to 2008, substantiated sighting records in Sri Lanka’s waters confirmed
the presence of the humpback whale in the area from Colombo to south of
Adam’s Bridge in the Gulf of Mannar. However, the recent adult-calf sighting
off Mirissa along with all available sighting records in the last decade clearly
establishes the presence of the humpback whale in southern Sri Lankan
waters and thereby extends the range of its presence. All of the five records
supported by photographs and with a disclosed location have been from
Mirissa. Ironically, there are no recent sightings reported of humpbacks in the
Gulf of Mannar where they were thought most likely to be found.
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View of dorsal fin area. (Pic by Ashan Seneviratne).

In May 2008, Gehan published the story ‘Best for Blue’ (de Silva Wijeyeratne,
2008) launching a publicity blitz which was a key influence in the
development of whale watching in Mirissa and more generally in Sri Lanka.
Based on the sighting log maintained by Howard, this is the first credible
record (with or without photographs) of a mother and calf since the record
with a photograph on 22 February 1949 by Dr. P.E.P. Deraniyagala in the
Colombo harbour (Ceylon Daily News, 1949; Deraniyagala, 1950).
Humpback records in adjacent seas
We have not undertaken a detailed assessment of records from India and
Maldives in the way we have done with the records from Sri Lanka. For
context, and as it may interest the reader, in this section we draw attention
to the published literature we are aware of. In India, there are at least four
stranding records of humpback whales, 9.8–15 metre lengths, which washed
ashore in a decayed state in Kerala (de Silva, 1987; Muthiah et al., 1988; Lal
Mohan, 1992; Baby, 2009) and at least three live sighting records; one in 195256 off Kerala (Brown, 1957), the second in March 2017 near Grande Island,
Goa (MMCNI, 2017) and a third sighting in December 2017 on the south-west
Indian coast (Al Murakashi, 2017). There are no sighting records off the east
coast of India.
In the Maldives, up until 2002, humpbacks have been seen on only three
occasions; two sightings within the atolls and all three were mother-calf
pairs, one in 1954 by a Dutch merchant vessel about 110 nm east of the
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Maldives, N6º 30’ (Slijper et al., 1964),
one in December 1993 at North
Malé Atoll, N4º 14’ and the other
in September 2001 at Seenu atoll,
S0º 37’ (Anderson, 2005). Note that
two sightings were in the northern
hemisphere and the other in the
southern hemisphere. There are five
sightings of humpbacks recorded on
both sides of the Chagos-Laccadive
Ridge c. N7-9º and E69-75º (Brown,
1957).
Where do the humpbacks come
from?
During the winter, populations of
humpbacks from feeding grounds
in high latitudes in the southern
hemisphere move to low latitude
breeding grounds. (Wilson and
Mittermeier 2014). There is no evidence
that any of these whales from the
southern ocean reach Sri Lanka or
even cross the equator. The humpbacks
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seen in Sri Lankan waters are more likely to be from a northern Indian ocean
(Arabian sea) population that is genetically isolated from other humpback
population subspecies (Pomilla et al., 2014). Newspaper accounts of radio tagging
of humpbacks by the Environment Society of Oman (Al Murakashi, 2017) show
that an Arabian sea humpback from Oman reached the south-western Indian
coast and spent several weeks off southern Kerala before returning to Oman.
Based on foetus lengths examined on Soviet whaling ships, the mating season
of the north-western Arabian sea humpbacks was identified as lasting about
three and a half months from the beginning of January (Mikhalev, 2000).
Corresponding to this the calving season started at the beginning of December
with a peak in February. This lends credence that the humpbacks seen by Ashan
in December and by Deraniyagala in February are Arabian sea humpbacks.
Most populations of humpbacks are classified as ‘Least Concern’ by the IUCN.
However, the subpopulation in the Arabian sea (known as Population X) is
isolated from other Indian ocean stocks that are resident year round in the
Arabian sea, and is classified as "Endangered" (Minton et al., 2011; IWC, 2011).
Photographic studies suggest that as few as 60 individuals may be present
(Deméré, 2014). The IWC estimate in 2007 was 60-110 individuals.
Unless one of the images taken by Ashan or images taken by other observers
can be identified in the future with one of the photo-catalogued humpback
whales from the Arabian sea, it will remain most likely but not conclusive
that the humpbacks photographed were from this Arabian sea subpopulation.
LORIS
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Sperm whale about to dive showing the arched back. Kalpitiya. (Pic by Gehan de Silva Wijeyeratne).

Blue whale about to dive; Note arching of back, but not
so pronounced as with the sperm whale. Mirissa. (Pic by
Gehan de Silva Wijeyeratne).

Humpback whale showing arched back. Stellwagen Bank
USA. (Pic by Gehan de Silva Wijeyeratne - 2019 08 28).

Surface identification of humpback whales
Given the room for error which we noted earlier, this section discusses the
topic of identification. Sight records of humpbacks are generally best treated
with caution in the absence of supporting evidence. As early as 2010, Gehan
(de Silva Wijeyeratne, 2010) observed how whale watchers reported to him
that sperm whales in Kalpitiya were humpbacks because they appear to
hump their backs before a dive. Shirihai & Jarrett (2006) in their field guide
note that sperm whales and humpback whales arch their backs before a
dive. In fact, the same can be observed with blue whales but the arching
of the back is less pronounced. Bryde’s whales also show this ‘humping’. If
photographs are made available, the shape of the dorsal fins in the sperm
whale and Bryde’s whale, plus other field characters make it easy to separate
them from humpbacks.
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If photographs are made available,
the shape of the dorsal fins in the
sperm whale and Bryde’s whale,
plus other field characters make
it easy to separate them from
humpbacks.
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Bryde’s whale with back arched
before dive. Talawila. (Pic by Howard
Martenstyn).

Humpback mother and calf. Mirissa.
(Pic by Ashan Seneviratne).

The ventral side of the flukes vary from all black to all white with variations of
distinctive black-and-white patterns. These features may not always be clearly
visible.
The three best means of identification of humpbacks are first, the long pectoral fins (the big
wings for which the Latin name is Megaptera), displaying large knoblike excrescences on the
leading edge. However, these are not always visible. The flippers are all white on the ventral side
and vary from almost all black to all white on the dorsal side. Secondly, the tubercles on the head
(on the rostrum as well as under the jaw). Thirdly, the serrated trailing edge to the tail flukes. The
last two are the most likely to be seen during an encounter. The ventral side of the flukes vary
from all black to all white with variations of distinctive black-and-white patterns. These features
may not always be clearly visible. During the December 2018 observation, Ashan noted the
serrated trailing edge on the tail flukes and also had very good views of the long white pectoral
fins. A close crop of the head shows the presence of the tubercles. See above photos.
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Cropped image of humpback adult’s head showing tubercles. Mirissa. (Pic by Ashan Seneviratne).

Crop showing knuckles on humpback calf. Mirissa. (Pic
by Ashan Seneviratne)

Sperm whale showing knuckles. Mirissa.
(Pic by Gehan de Silva Wijeyeratne)

The photographs taken by Ashan show the presence of knuckles on the dorsal ridge of the humpbacks. This is best
seen in the calf; Surprisingly this feature is not commented upon in many of the popular field guides to marine
mammals including the excellent books by Shirihai & Jarrett 2006, Reeves et al. 2002 and Jefferson et al. 2015.
However, the images and or illustrations in these books clearly show this feature. The absence of a reference to
this feature may be because this is one of the least conspicuous features. Sperm whales also show this feature,
but confusion can be avoided when taking into account other features. The shape of the dorsal fin is not a reliable
character with humpback whales as it is highly variable (Shirihai & Jarrett, 2006).
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FAUNAL
DIVERSITY IN
WAWEKALE
RESERVE
FOREST
Revealing study of a
fragmented lowland
evergreen rainforest patch
Text and pix by P.A.B.P Abeyrathne, R.A.G.N Ranatunga and G.K.I.S. Madola
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ri Lanka is well-known for its biological heritage. It is also a biological hotspot.
The lowland wet zone forests of Sri Lanka provide for 60% of native faunal
species. A higher percentage of endemism can be seen throughout this area.
Wawekale reserve forest which is located in the Avissawella area is a fragmented forest patch in
the lowland wet zone. It is situated near the eastern boundary of Colombo district in the western
province and is located one kilometer from Avissawella town. The area is located between 06°
56’834” – 06° 56’.866” N and 80° 12’ 615” – 80° 12’ 623” E and also at the elevation 94 m-111 m above
sea level. The forest ecosystem, which also forms an important part of the forest cover within the
Avissawella area, extends to more than 27 acres in the Seethawakapura Urban Council area and
can be categorized as a lowland evergreen rain forest. Through research, Ranatunga et al. 2019,
have revealed 139 different species belonging to 63 families from this small forest area which
has massive faunal diversity because of it's robust water resources. Two main streams that start
from the mountain in the middle of the forest ends with the creation of the “Seetha Ella” near the
Avissawella town. The average annual rainfall is more than 3500 millimeters, with most rainfall
occurring from May to November. The weather gradually becomes dry from December to March
when the highest temperatures are recorded. The mean annual temperature in Wawekale reserve
forest is 27.2 °C with a maximum of 32.9 °C and a minimum of 21.6°C.
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Trimeresurus trigonocephalus. Pala polonga or green pit viper.
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For instance, the recorded bird species, Dinopium
benghalense, Megalaima flavifrons, Megalaima
rubricapillus, Ocyceros gingalensis, Loriculus beryllinus
and Pellorneum fuscocapillus are endemic to Sri Lanka.
From the amphibians, seven endemic species were
recorded in this area. They are Indosylvirana gracilis,
Indosylvirana temporalis, Indosylvirana serendipi,
Pseudophilautus stictomerus, Pseudophilautus
schneideri, Pseudophilautus folicola and Polypedates
cruciger. From the freshwater fish species inside the
forest reserve, Channa orientalis, Belontia signata and
Schistura notostigma are endemic to Sri Lanka. From the
mammals, Macaca sinica and Semnopithecus vetulus
are endemic to the island. From the butterfly species

Percentages of endemic species of different
faunal groups in Wawekale (%)

Amphibians

In the research survey, we found 28 species that
are endemic to this island. The survey recorded ten
freshwater fish species from five different families, eight
amphibian species from two different families, 18 reptile
species from nine different families, 64 bird species from
34 different families, five mammal species from three
different families, 22 butterfly species from four different
families and 12 dragonfly species from six different
families. Out of 139 species recorded there were 11 (7.91%)
near threatened, six (4.31%) vulnerable, eight (5.75%)
endangered and one data deficient (0.71%) according to
the national conservation status of IUCN SL 2012.

Freshwater
fish
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Vindula erota. Yoda thambiliya or cruiser.

Macaca sinica. Sri Lanka rilawa or Sri Lanka toque
monkey.

Pachliopta jophon and Troides darsius are endemic to Sri Lanka. Platysticta apicalis is an endangered, endemic
dragonfly species that was recorded in this area. Most of the species were recorded after a shower of rain, particularly
in the well-shaded canopy covered areas.
We found some glaring threats to biodiversity and conservation management. These include unauthorized collections
of plants and other specimens that are crucial to the ecosystem of Wawekale. Moreover, increasing urbanization
has limited the neighboring pathways to nearby forest areas affecting the movement of animals and their habitat.
Meanwhile, the introduction of other aquatic species such as tilapia (Oreochromis mossambicus) and rohu (Labeo
rohita) threatened the existing endemic species. In particular, tilapia species were seen to have invaded the
downstream water areas. and also the tank filled with leaf debris and sand. At present, habitat loss and deterioration
remain the dominant threats to all faunal populations. This can be addressed by increasing the awareness of people
through information and education campaigns (IEC). The development of the current station as a research center to
promote these IECs can be a crucial step to increase biodiversity and conservation awareness.
The development also makes provision for dormitories and lecture halls for research and educational activities,
maintenance of forest trail, identification boards for various animals (birds, butterflies and snakes) and deployment
of security control at entry and exit points through ticket counters. The involvement of various stakeholders such
as local people and nearby communities is important. Hence, the integration of a community-based management
system as well as conservation-based tourism activities of the municipal council and Sri Lanka government can
ensure sustainability of these plans. The protection of Wawekale demonstrates the renewed interest and commitment
of Sri Lanka in safeguarding its rich biodiversity.
ReferencesMOE (2012), The National Red List 2012 of Sri Lanka; Conservation Status of the Fauna and Flora. Ministry of
Environment, Colombo, Sri Lanka. viii + 476pp
Ranatunga, R.A.G.N., Abeyrathne, P.A.B.P. and Madola, G.K.I.S (2019). A Preliminary Study of the Faunal Diversity in a
Fragmented Lowland Evergreen Rain Forest Patch: Wawekele Reserve Forest, Avissawella, Sri Lanka, International
Research Conference of the Uva Wellassa University of Sri Lanka, pp 31.
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Indian golden oriole : rare migrant relative of our black-headed oriole. (Pic by Ashok Amarasena)
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Ceylon Bird Club Report 2018 & 2019

The Ceylon Bird Club Notes appeared monthly on the Club’s website for
circulation among its members. Contributions, which are from members,
covered most areas of the Island.
The website of the Ceylon Bird Club continues to provide information on
Sri Lankan birds and related matters. Its news section has information
on new and rare records for the country.

research

During these two years, raptors and owls were reported in good numbers.
Migrant species appeared to arrive as usual with no striking deviations.
Among these, populations of migrant ducks, the least difficult to monitor,
were satisfactory. So were the numbers of greater flamingos which were
reported.
The iconic spoon-billed sandpiper which is focused on and critically endangered globally was
recorded in June 2018 at Vankalai sanctuary near Vankalai village. This emphasized even
further the need to protect this area from encroachment. The ferruginous duck, a new species
for Sri Lanka, was recorded again from the Vankalai sanctuary in January 2019. So was an Asian
dowitcher, a rarely reported migrant shorebird. A rufous-tailed rock thrush was observed in
Udawalawe, another first record for the country.
The jungle bush quail, thought confined to the Nilgala area, is being reported from suitable
habitats elsewhere as well. The European bee-eater, which was recorded in small groups earlier,
was seen in large numbers in the Poonagala area in the Badulla district where 500 birds were
reported in 2019.

Spoon-billed sandpiper : critically endangered globally. (Pic by Ravi Darshana)
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Rufous tailed rock thrush : the first known in Sri Lanka. (Pic by Kithsiri Gunawardena)
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Two members of the starling family, the common and the daurian starling
which are rare in Sri Lanka, were recorded. The latter was spotted in Colombo.
A northern house martin and a dusky crag martin were also reported. The
red collared dove was recorded in Talaimannar and Kumana. The Indian
courser was reported from Delft only, possibly with a migrant population as
well.

research

Habitats continue to be degraded constantly. State-sponsored and private
commercial concerns continue to erode alarmingly into sensitive biodiversity areas. For example Korakulam in Mannar Island, which is its only
large freshwater body, is being encroached into. It is an excellent habitat
for ducks and shorebirds as well as gulls, especially large numbers of great
black-headed gulls, which visit daily to drink and bathe in the freshwater.
Veditaltivu, in spite of being within a protected area, is under threat of
disturbance.
Digest
Given below in chronological order are the more important sightings in the
country during the last two years.

(Note: The same record at one site in consecutive months is listed only in the
first month.)

2018
January
A barn owl in Mannar. Ruddy shelduck still in Korakulam, also ten bartailed godwit. A lesser whitethroat with Hume’s whitethroats in Vankalai,
twenty - two crab plover in Erukkilampiddi. a black-headed gull in Pesalai,
two hundred greater flamingo at the Mannar Causeway, twenty-five glossy
ibis at Giant’s Tank, red-rumped swallow, rufous-tailed rock thrush, white
wagtail and booted eagle in Udawalawe. The latter was also recorded in Ja-ela.
Pallas’s grasshopper warbler and Shaheen falcon in Nuwara Eliya. Nesting
in Sinharaja: Ceylon scaly thrush, Ceylon trogon and chestnut-backed owlet
and also recorded here was the Malayan night heron. The latter species was
also recorded in Matugama. Rufous woodpecker in Yahalatenna, Kandy,
three-toed kingfisher, orange-headed ground thrush, Indian blue chat in
Udawattakele in Kandy. Himalayan and steppe buzzards and two mountain
hawk-eagles in Horton Plains. Racket-tailed drongo and forest eagle-owl in
Kotagama, near Bibile. Rufous woodpecker and painted partridge at Nilgala.
Collared doves in Ampara, a new location for the species. Two rufous turtle
doves in Buddhangala, Ampara. In Bundala there were two great knots,
osprey, Temminck’s and long-toed stints. An Indian cuckoo in Kalametiya.
Daurian starling in Kimbulawala. Great cormorant, ruddy crake, Indian golden
oriole and pompadour green pigeon in Diyasaru Park.
February
Long-toed and Temminck’s stints at Idaikkadu, Jaffna, booted eagles in
Puttur and Elephant Pass. Thirty-one slender-billed gulls in Sangupiddi,
two oystercatchers, great knot, red knot and Saunders’s tern in Mannar,
thirty-five glossy ibis in Sirinavatkulam, white-bellied sea eagle nesting in
Toddaveli and great knots in Urumalai. Temminck’s stint in Anamaduwa.
Two black-winged kites in Udawalawe also a wryneck, red-rumped swallow,
Marshall’s iora, sirkeer and northern house martin. Ceylon whistling thrush
in Ensalwatta. A small cuckoo and black eagle in Walahanduwa. Red-necked
phalaropes in Bundala.
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Grey-headed lapwing : a very rare migratory lapwing. (Pic by Pathmanath Samaraweera)
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March

research

April

Fifty spot-billed duck in Kayts, rufous-bellied hawk-eagles in Sigiriya, two white-necked storks
in Belihuloya, three- toed kingfisher and pied ground thrush in Haldummulla, green billed
coucal and two banded crakes in Deraniyagala, also common hawk-cuckoo being fed by
common babblers. Richard’s pipit and glossy ibis in Pulmoddai, two grey drongos in Hiyare. Besra
sparrowhawk, mountain hawk-eagle and green-billed coucal nesting in Sinharaja. Two brown
bazas in Nuwara Eliya, chestnut-backed owlet, pied ground thrush and Kashmir flycatcher in
Hakgala. scaly-bellied woodpecker in Poonagala. Great cormorant in Pallekele. Ruff in Bundala.
Rufous turtle dove in Kiralakele, Matara. Comb duck at Maramaba Wewa, Akuressa. Three rufous
turtle doves and three collared doves in Tirukkovil. Green-billed coucal in Bodhinagala. Blackcapped purple kingfisher in Mattakkuliya.

Two black-necked storks in Yala. Five roseate terns in Kuchchaveli. Hill munia in Nuwara
Eliya. Rufous-bellied hawk-eagle in Peradeniya. Three-toed kingfisher, grey-headed flycatcher
and spotted-winged thrush in the university forest reserve, Peradeniya. Jungle bush quail in
Kotagama. White-headed starling and crested goshawk in Samangala, Deniyaya. Racket-tailed
drongo in Ilukkumbura. Three-toed kingfisher and black eagle in Ellagawa, near Ingiriya and five
cotton teal and three chestnut bittern in Talangama.
May
Possible nesting of crested honey buzzard in Colombo. Great cormorant in Talangama. Nesting
brown-capped pygmy woodpecker in Ellagawa. Scaly-bellied woodpecker in Depedene. Black
drongo in Navadamkulama.
June
Mountain hawk-eagle in Bomuruella. Six great cormorants in the Kandy Lake. In Mannar, many
nests of little tern, also a large pratincole. A spoon-billed sandpiper in Vankalai, also two avocet.
Three common swallows in Urumalai. Three hundred and fifty spot-billed duck in Kayts. Five
hundred greater flamingo in Nelliady, Jaffna.
July
Large cuckoo-shrike in Ja-ela, Habarana and Tabbowa.
August
Five Alpine swifts in Pidurangala, grey partridge in Navadamkulama. Scaly-bellied woodpecker in
Kottellana, Laxapana. Six whimbrel in the Chilaw sand spit. Drongo-cuckoo in Sigiriya. In Verugal,
eleven large pratincole and a small pratincole. A Shaheen falcon, brown wood owl and black eagle
in Kamburupitiya. Common hill myna in Kandana.
September
Great cormorant in Maduru Oya. An Asian dowitcher and three great knots in Bundala. Great
cormorant nesting in the Kandy Lake. Red-faced malkoha and mountain hawk-eagle in
Samangala, Deniyaya. Comb duck in Maramba Tank.
October
Nesting green-billed coucal in Anhettigama, Deraniyagala. Ceylon wood pigeon in Kotagama.
20,000 black-tailed godwits close to Hambantota. Ruddy crake in Kaitadi, Jaffna.
November
Orange-headed ground thrush, brown wood owl, Ceylon trogon, rufous woodpecker and rackettailed drongo in Wilpattu. Orange-headed ground thrush, grey drongo and red-winged crested
cuckoo in Lunugamvehera. In Bundala, two sharp-tailed and fifteen broad-billed sandpipers,
a Baillon’s crake, collared pratincole and osprey. A red-winged crested cuckoo and osprey in
Kalametiya. Small cuckoo in Sigiriya. White-faced starling in Sinharaja. Over 500 European beeeaters in Poonagala. Orange-headed ground thrush in Welimada. Grey drongo in Hiyare. Rosy
starling at Diyasaru Park.
30
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Bay-backed shrike : rarely recorded migrant in Sri Lanka. (Pic by Gehan Rajeev)

Ferruginous duck : first record for Sri Lanka. (Pic by Gehan Rajeev)
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Chestnut-backed owlet and spotted-winged thrush in Udawattakele. Brown wood owl in
Anniewatta, Kandy. Small cuckoo in Wilpattu. Booted warbler in Anuradhapura. Pied ground
thrush, Kashmir flycatcher, Pallas’s grasshopper warbler in Nuwara Eliya. Yellow-fronted pied
woodpecker in Poonagala. Pied ground thrush in Welimada. Two red-rumped swallows, four
citrine wagtails in Udawalawe. Six hundred glossy ibis and three hundred greater flamingo in
Kayts. A streak-throated swallow, red-rumped swallows, sharp-tailed sandpiper, crab plover,
twenty-five great knots, three oystercatchers, one hundred and fifty bar-tailed godwits and
Blyth’s pipit in Urumalai. Eight hundred greater flamingo at the Mannar Causeway. A ruddy
crake with chicks in Vankalai. Thick-billed flowerpecker in Mannar. Rufous turtle dove in Ampara.
Peregrine falcon, seventy-nine collared pratincole in Bundala, also long-toed and Temminck’s
stints and an osprey. Jungle owlet in Tissamaharama. Three Indian golden orioles and a ruddy
crake at Diyasaru Park. Nesting great cormorants in Kimbulawala.

2019
January
In Jaffna a spot-billed duck with ducklings. A Blyth’s pipit in Mannar. One thousand greater
flamingo at the Mannar Causeway. A ferruginous duck and an Asian dowicher in Vankalai as
well as ten broad-billed sandpipers, fifty glossy ibis and an avocet. Three sandwich terns, thirtyseven bar-tailed godwits and a peregrine falcon in Urumalai. Seven Temminck’s stints and
twenty broad-billed sandpipers in Puttalam. A pied harrier in Madampe. Two green sandpipers
in Ragama. Nesting brown-capped pygmy woodpecker and Shaheen falcon in Sigiriya. Steppe
buzzard in Horton Plains. Pallas’s grasshopper warbler in Nuwara Eliya. Blyth’s pipit, Marshall’s
iora and thirty-two red-rumped swallows in Udawalawe. In Trincomalee,five white wagtails and
many yellow wagtails including ssp. lutea. Eleven glossy ibis in Batticoloa. A bay-backed shrike
within Bundala NP. A brown wood owl in Kamburupitiya.
February
A barn owl in Mannar. Twelve sandwich terns at Adam’s Bridge Islands. Grey-headed lapwings
in Mannar and in Madampe and four more in Kayts. One hundred and fifteen common teal
in Mandaitivu. Citrine wagtail in Kayts. Two thousand greater flamingo in Punkudutivu.
One hundred and fifty great knot at Ponnalai Causeway. Twelve slender-billed gulls and one
hundred and sixteen greater flamingo at Elephant Pass. Two thousand black-tailed godwit in
Putukuduyirippu. Large numbers of pintail, wigeon, garganey and also good numbers of common
teal at both Nandikadal and Putumatalan. One hundred and twenty-five slender-billed gulls in
Sangupiddi. Nine crab plover in Illuppaikadavai. Nesting white-necked stork in Wilpattu. Also,
orange-headed ground thrush, red-winged cuckoo, crested goshawk and Layard’s flycatcher.
Booted eagle in Madampe. Nesting black-backed yellow woodpecker in Sandalankawa and in
Tissamaharama. Osprey at Lunama. Besra sparrowhawk at Sinharaja. Bay owl at Atweltota. Black
eagle nesting and a pied ground thrush in Madulsima. Long-legged buzzard at Horton Plains.
Nesting blackbird in Ilukkumbura.
March
Peregrine falcon in Urumalai. Marsh and pallid harriers at Vankalai. Barn owls in Mannar.
Eight hundred Hume’s whitethroats at Talladi. Many Blyth’s pipits and fifteen avocets. Osprey
and banded crake in Wilpattu. Thirty-five great knots in Nachchikallli. Grey drongo in Sigiriya.
Pied, marsh and pallid harriers in Madampe, as well as seven rufous turtle doves and a Pallas's
grasshopper warbler. Shaheen falcon in Yapahuwa. Ceylon spurfowl, mountain hawk-eagle
and black eagle in Dolosbage. Two crested goshawks in Mawanella. Chestnut-backed owlet and
three-toed kingfisher nesting in Kitulgala. Dusky crag martin, scaly-bellied woodpecker, rufousbellied hawk eagle and Shaheen falcon in Madulsima. Lesser adjutant and rufous turtle dove in
Ampara. Pied ground thrush and scaly thrush in Nuwara Eliya. Seven steppe buzzards at Horton
Plains. Nine comb duck in Kiralakele. Besra sparrowhawk, little scops owl, rufous woodpecker and
Marshall’s iora in Yala. Chestnut bittern and many little green herons at Weli Park in Nawala.
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September
Ruddy crake at Eluvankulama.
Besra sparrowhawk in Udawalawe.
Over one thousand large pratincole
in Bundala. A red turtle dove in
Kumana.
October
2,000 greater flamingo at
Nandikadal. Jungle owlet in
Pasikuda. A mountain hawk-eagle
in Wilpattu. Rufous woodpecker
near Nalanda. Crested goshawk
at Samangala, Deniyaya. Rufousbellied hawk eagle in Dediyagala.
November

Red turtle dove : seldom seen in Sri Lanka. (Pic by Moditha KodikaraArachchi)

April
Three hundred and twenty spot-billed duck, a blue-breasted banded rail and
two slender-billed gulls in Kayts. Over three thousand greaterflamingo in
Thondamanaru. One thousand common coot at Idaikkadu. Two thousand
greater flamingo in Nandikadal. large whistling teal in Anavilundawa, crested
goshawk in Sinharaja, ruddy crake and Pallas’s grasshopper warbler in
Tissamaharama and Blyth’s pipit in Yala.
May
Nesting white-throated munia in Anuradhapura. Black-backed yellow
woodpecker in Badalgama, Gampaha district. In Ensalwatta, Ceylon whistling
thrush and brown baza. Flesh-footed and wedge-tailed shearwaters and a
red-billed tropicbird off coast in Mirissa.
June
Black eagle in Wilpattu. Blue-breasted banded rail in Nilgala. Besra
sparrowhawk and Shaheen falcon in Hakgala. Ceylon scaly thrush at
Horton Plains. Barn owl in Lunawa. Nesting Jerdon's nightjar in Hewainna,
Puwakpitiya. Comb duck in Beliatta. Black-necked stork in Bundala NP and
over fifty small pratincoles.
July
Brown wood owl in Anniewatta, Kandy. Large cuckoo shrike in Ja-ela. Threetoed kingfisher and black eagle in Kamburupitiya. Rufous-bellied hawk eagle
in Ensalwatta. Ceylon wood pigeon in Morapitiya. Common hawk-cuckoo in
Battaramulla.
August
Four oystercatchers and Saunders’s tern in Urumalai. Mountain hawk-eagle
in Morapitiya. osprey and racket-tailed drongo in Wasgomuwa,sirkeerin
Udawalawe. Blue-breasted banded rail in Bundala. Over 39 yellow-legged
green pigeon in Nilgala. Also, little scops owl and forest eagle-owl.
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Sixteen Indian coursers and a
booted warbler at Delft. A Hume’s
whitethroat in Anavilundawa.
Common snipe in Madampe.
Mountain hawk-eagle and whitebellied sea eagle in Hakgala. Besra
sparrowhawk and steppe buzzard at
Horton Plains. Pallas’s grasshopper
warbler in Nuwara Eliya. Scalybellied woodpecker in Poonagala.
Five thousand common swallows
roosting in Dehiowita. Two broadbilled rollers and an immature
mountain hawk-eagle at Maliboda.
Eight comb duck at Tihagoda. Black
eagle in Buttala. Jungle owlet in
Wellawaya. Forest eagle-owl and
grey nightjar by the Bibile-Ampara
road, also painted partridge and
jungle bush quail.
December
Three hundred and fifty glossy ibis
in Jaffna. Two white wagtails in
Karainagar. Pied and pallid harriers,
nine oystercatchers and Blyth’s
pipit in Urumalai, also ninety- five
bar-tailed godwit, thirty-seven great
knot and a sandwich tern. Twenty
crab plover at Mannar Causeway.
Thirty-four slender-billed gulls in
Sangupiddi. Large cuckoo-shrike
in Munneswaram. Common
hawk-cuckoo in Ampitiya, Kandy.
Blue rock thrush in Haputale. Six
blackbirds on the Eratna trail to
Adam’s Peak. Nest of Ceylon rufous
babbler in Kudawa. Comb duck at
Kiralakele.
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Rising
above fall
armyworm
Text by Ramalka Kasige*

D

uring the reign of King Parakramabahu the Great Sri Lanka was affectionately called the ‘Granary
of the East’ (peradiga danyagaraya) as the country was not only self-sufficient in rice and other food
crops but was also able to export them to neighboring countries. The Sri Lankan agriculture sector
has always been a force in the country’s economy, making a significant contribution to its food,
security and employment needs.

Among the various crops cultivated in Sri Lanka, maize has gained a vital reputation and is
primarily cultivated in the maha season in both settled and shifting (chena) types of highland
cultivations. Maize or corn (Zea mays L.) is among the world’s third most important cereal crop with a high nutritive
value apart from wheat and rice (Perera & Weerasinghe, 2014). Six major maize growing districts have been
identified as the “maize belt” of Sri Lanka (Figure 1). The districts that have collectively clinched this title are Ampara,
Anuradhapura, Badulla, Hambantota, Moneragala and Kurunegala (Karunaratne & Wheeler, 2015).
Insects are among the diverse factors that limit maize production. They can attack any part or any developmental
stage of the maize plant and cause severe damage. The fall armyworm plague which exploded as a destructive
polyphagous insect-pest, caused widespread damage to maize mainly, but also to other crops.

Fall armyworm (FAW), Spodoptera frugiperda (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) or the well-known, sena- dalambuwa caterpillar
is a native species which is endemic to the tropical and subtropical regions of America. The first recorded outbreak
(Sparks, 1979) was in Georgia, USA in 1797. Since then it was reported for the first time from the African continent in
2016 and then in the Asian continent in mid-2018, becoming one of the most widespread pests in the world (Figure 2).
Being a voracious feeder which can feed on more than its body weight at a single feeding session (FAO & CABI,
2019), the larvae damage a wider range of plants (Barlow & Kuhar, 2005) by consuming the foliage. It feeds on nearly
100 plant species of 27 families (FAO & CABI, 2019), which include field crops, vegetable crops, weeds and grasses
(graminaceous plants), but principally, it feeds on maize. Feeding in the whorl of maize often produces a characteristic
row of perforations in the leaves (Capinera, 2000). These large holes are accompanied by larval droppings (wet frass)
which are noticed in the whorls and on surrounding leaves. When dried, the excreta give an appearance like saw dust
(Visser, 2017). Windowing, skeletonized leaves, shot holes, tassel damage, cob damage and grain damage are among
the key signs of fall armyworm damage on maize.
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Figure 1: major maize
growing districts in Sri Lanka
(Karunaratne & Wheeler, 2015)

Figure 3: most maize crop damaged
districts in Sri Lanka (marked in blue)
(Source: Department of Agriculture,
2018)

Figure 2: global distribution of fall armyworm up to year 2019 (source: Centre
for Agriculture and Bioscience International, CABI)

Larval fall armyworm. (Pic by Iranga Thejana)

Since its first record in Sri Lanka in mid-October 2018, the pest broadened its niche across the country at an alarming
rate. It became a severe outbreak which coincided with the onset of the wet season; the new cropping season was
followed by a long period of drought.
The pathways of its introduction to Sri Lanka were not clearly identified although it was suspected that it might have
arrived with stocks of maize seeds from India or with other types of seeds or plant material.
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Although numerous new agricultural pests
were found in Sri Lanka from time to time,
a number of factors made fall armyworm
unique. As stated in FAO Publication 2018,
the larvae’s’ ability to consume different
crop species, its quick spread across
large geographical areas, its persistence
throughout the year and the high
reproductive capacity made fall armyworm
one of the most dangerous economic pests
in Sri Lanka.

Perforated damage signs caused by the larvae .
(Pic by Iranga Thejana)

Larval fall armyworm. (Pic by Iranga Thejana)

This infestation reduced the quality
and quantity of food production while
resulting in the complete death of some
crop plants. However, yield loss was the
biggest from the plague. A significant
damage to maize cultivation along with
other cultivations of wheat, tomato, finger
millet (kurakkan) and some grass species
resulted in a harvest loss of 10 % - 25 %.
Many of the efforts aimed at addressing
the issue weren’t too successful. Farmers
were using pesticides extensively to
eradicate fall armyworm, which knowingly
or unknowingly increased serious health
issues and environmental risks which were
entwined with pesticide usage. Besides, the
high cost of production during the course
of controlling this pest was another hassle
that farmers and governments had to
face. The Sri Lankan government granted
compensation to farmers whose croplands
were severely affected by this menace.
The effect on the food and nutritional
security of the country is just a half-written
chapter of this story. The storyline should
highlight the greatest cut on the livelihood
of farmers and corn venders which caused
a detrimental effect on the social wellbeing of the country. The profits of farmers
were reduced as they had to compensate
for a huge economic loss due to the loss
of the harvest. The roadside corn venders
lost their jobs due to unavailability of corn.
Consumers even refused to buy healthy
corn during the infestation season making
this a tragic crisis which surged through
farm country.

Dry frass left among damaged maize plants.
(Pic by Iranga Thejana)
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Isn’t it important to be reactive rather than
proactive when tackling invasive pests such
as fall armyworm? Many of the countries
look for preventive measures for pests
only after they have established a foothold
and caused considerable damage to the
country’s crops. First and foremost, it is
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important to comprehend the ways and means pests
can enter a country as many introductions of invasive
insect pests go unnoticed due to lack of plant and
animal quarantine facilities. Countries can learn from
other regions that have comprehensive plans to deal
with invasive insects and from those countries that
have gone through similar invasions.
Sensitizing farmers and making them aware of the
symptoms of armyworm attacks is vitally important
as they can then report infestations to authorities
who are capable of undertaking research aimed at
finding short and long-term solutions to combat the
spread of fall armyworm. For instance, most of the
African countries learned how to prevent and deal
with future insect invasions through workshops and
training programs that help bring experts together
(Day et al, 2017).
Links between farmer knowledge, decision making
in pest management and ecological attributes
of maize agriculture are widely important in fall
armyworm management (Wyckhuys & O’Neil, 2007).
The Department of Agriculture along with all other
agricultural institutes, print and digital media can
play a vital role in communicating to people and
strengthening the local knowledge base and advisory
services to raise awareness for fall armyworm
detection and area‑wide management by farmers. The
establishment of a task force with the involvement of
entomologists, field experts, agronomists, extension
personnel, administrators, universities and research
centers can also ensure that the country is safe from
fall armyworm.
The media trend now is to sensationalise issues that
laymen are faced with and to target the political world
such as governments and ministers, so that they will
panic and react with inappropriate responses, making
the real situation go underground. Is this something
that we should encourage as concerned citizens?
Surely NOT.
It is seemingly true that insects are not prioritized
unlike other large and charismatic flagship species.
Yet, it is important to understand their vivacious
roles and ecosystem services as pollinators and
most outstandingly as PESTS. In an era where
insects are not given much significance, let us step
towards gaining the basics from them, so that we are
well organized to face future past challenges while
maintaining surveillance for fall armyworm.
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By Nishan Fernando

I

n 1993, during my early planting days on Dotel Oya Estate
in Dolosbage which was managed by Kegalle Plantations
Plc, I read Sir J Emerson Tennent’s ‘Sketches of the Natural
History of Ceylon’ (1861). It records that elephants were
widespread all over Ceylon. Our kings were exporting them
and there was a thriving trade. Thereafter, the Portuguese
and Dutch took it to a different level and exported large
numbers. However, the British initially exported some but killed
many more for ‘sport’ and to clear land for plantations which
drastically reduced the number of elephants.
My boss Errol Arnolda, a keen angler, gave me a copy of the 1954
issue of ‘Trout Fishing in Ceylon’. Philip Benham in his article
‘Some notes on the Gorge Valley and Rajamallay Rivers’ recounts
a fascinating story. “Many years ago my first planting job was on
Gartmore Estate, which almost adjoined the Corfu stretch, and
in those days a small herd of elephants used to roam the jungles
between Adam’s Peak and the Horton Plains.
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One Sunday morning I was quietly walking along the fishing path on the edge of the
river by Kennedys pool with a bobbery pack at my heels, when suddenly the whole
pack shot forward, and within a matter of seconds all hell broke loose in the jungle
just ahead of me. Dogs were barking and it sounded as if a tornado was sweeping
through the jungle towards me. Not being able to see more than fifteen yards ahead
of me, I decided that the river was the best place to be in, and with a flying leap I
landed in the icy cold water where I stayed for five minutes until the pandemonium
died down.
Eventually a very cold and agitated youth returned to terrafirma realizing that we
have practically walked into this herd of elephants who were more surprised than us”.
After moving to Colombo my friend Dushantha Ahangama gifted me ‘The Elephant in Sri
Lanka’ (1994) by Jayantha Jayewardene. He mentions a herd of elephants which was seen at
Peak Wilderness in the 1950s and early 1960s but not thereafter. A chart in the book on the
composition of elephants in Ceylon in 1969 indicates a maximum of five elephants in Peak
Wildness, Deniyaya & Hiniduma. He also states that in the 1990s the elephants at Peak Wildness
would have been around ten but no sightings have been recorded.
Later I bought the ‘Manual of the Mammals of Sri Lanka’ by W.W.A.Phillips which was reprinted
by the WNPS in 1980. It records that Thilo W. Hoffmann in a Loris of 1975 states there were
elephants at Peak Wilderness.
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For the diamond jubilee of the Ceylon Planters’ Society
(2011) Mr. Jayewardene in an article “Planters & Elephants’
says “there has always been speculation as to whether
there are elephants still in the Adams Peak area. There
are elephants on the side opposite the steps that the
pilgrims use. The elephants come to the side of the
pilgrim route during the off season when there are no
crowds. These elephants are seen very rarely though
their fresh dung is found regularly especially in the
area known as the Gouravilla plains. Once however,
when Ralph Amerasinghe was the Superintendent of
Laxapana Estate a few elephants had come, in the night
to Dalhousie Estate which is at the base of Adams Peak.
Various reports suggest that there are seven to fifteen
elephants in the Adams Peak area.”
A twist of fate found me attached to Maskeliya
Plantations Plc in September 2008 as a corporate
manager. My first charge was Hapugastenna estate,
Maskeliya with Mahendra Peiris as its superintendent. He
was a graduate which was rare in the plantation sector.
Together with him I was determined to get a fix of this
elusive herd of elephants.
Luck had it that in August 2010 my area of responsibility
expanded to include Laxapana & Moray estates. The
former had Asanka Tissera and the latter Vipula
Pussellawa as superintendents. Both were senior to me
and were very keen wildlife enthusiasts. Both estates
were situated at the foot of the sacred Adam’s Peak with
the Peak Wilderness sanctuary bordering many tea
fields.
It was during my first visit to Laxapana estate that I
came across elephant dung & foot prints (photos 1 & 2)
on the boundary of Hamilton division. I was elated and
realized that the elephants Peak Wilderness were still
there.
Mahendra then introduced me to Anil Jayantha
Vithanage who was a wildlife officer attached to the
Peak Wildness sanctuary. To my utter surprise Anil
together with Ms. Athukoralage Piyasena, Wijeratne
& Sampath Weerasinghe had tracked the elephants
in Dharmarajagala in November 2008, which was
two months after I came to Maskeliya. They even
photographed the herd (photo 3) of twelve to fifteen
elephants. This probably was the largest herd of upper
montane wet zone elephants living at an elevation of
over 1300 meters above mean sea level. It was envisaged
that this small herd would become extinct because they
were either male or female elephants that could not
reproduce. However, a she elephant which was pregnant
was among those photographed! One more significant
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Photo 1: elephant dung at Hamilton division, Laxapana
estate, Maskeliya. (Pic Mahendra Peiris. 2010)
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Photo 2: elephant footprints at Hamilton division,
Laxapana estate. (Pic Mahendra Peiris. 2010)

Photo 3: a herd of upper montane elephants at
Darmarajagala, Peak Wilderness at 1300 meters above
mean sea level. (Pic Anil Vithanage)

Photo 4: a dead elephant at the Laxapana estate on 26th
June 2013. This 30 - year old bull died of natural causes.
(Pic Anil Vithanage)

Photo 5: montane elephants at the boundary of the estate.
(Pic Rashitha Boyagoda and Prajith Gunawaredna)

factor was that the elephants were not more than four feet tall and bamboo seemed to be their main source of food
in the absence of grass. Anil also told me about the ranging behavior of the elephants which matched what Mr.
Jayewardene had documented in 2011. This elusiveness fortunately spared them any conflict with humans. This was a
breakthrough!
Then on the morning of 26th June 2013 an elephant was found dead (photo 4) at an elevation of 1800 meters above
mean sea level at Hamilton division, Laxapana estate, I followed this closely. According to Dr. Vijitha Perera who
did the post mortem it had died less than 12 hours ago and of natural causes. He assumed the elephant was about
30 years old. Other interesting findings were that grass was not found in its gut but only bamboo leaves which
incidentally were abundant in the Peak Wilderness. Overall it was small, especially its ears, jaw & feet. The soles were
smooth unlike the cracked soles of elephants in the dry zone. This confirmed what Anil Vithanage had told me earlier.
Since very little had been researched about this isolated and important herd, I invited Dr Prithiviraj Fernando to
undertake one with active support from Maskeliya Plantations Plc. However, I left planting in 2015 and could not
pursue it further.
More recently on 4th & 5th November 2016 the elephants were photographed again (photo 5) on the boundary of the
Hamilton division by Rashitha Boyagoda and Prajith Gunawardena, assistant superintendents of Laxapana estate.
Lord Sumana Saman is the guardian deity of Adam’s Peak and the elephant is his conveyance. May the God protect
these beasts.
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The Sri Lanka
Threatened
Dr. Enoka P. Kudavidanage is a senior lecturer in Ecology and
Conservation Biology, a director of the Tropical Ecosystem Research
Network (TERN) and country representative for the Association
for Tropical Biology and Conservation (ATBC). She has a PhD in
Conservation Biology from the National University of Singapore
and has years of research and teaching experience in ecology,
biodiversity conservation, protected area management, humanwildlife conflict, entomology, toxicology, environmental impact
assessment and related fields. Over the years, she has worked as
an educator, environmental journalist and scientist in communitybased conservation projects. TERN is a product of her global
networking and long-term involvement in bridging the gap between
scientists, practitioners and the public.
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Two young leopards inhabiting Horton Plains NP. Protected areas may harbour considerable populations of leopards,
but to conserve them, especially in small protected areas, adequate land use management that integrates the
peripheral landscape is critically needed. Administrative boundaries are ecologically least significant for these
animals as they tend to move across the landscape seeking resources. (Pic National University of Singapore and
Tropical Ecosystem Research Network)

1.

Why has there been a sudden increase in the deaths of leopards? Or are they killings? Or is this
number usual but it simply goes unreported?
Using the term killing is subjective. There have been many records of leopard deaths over the
recent years. Some natural, and some due to human activities and many of them due to snaring.
Some may have been unintentional, others may have been intentional. There is an increase in
both deaths and the number of cases reported. There is a noticeable increase in the number of
cases reported, especially due to the increased attention on leopards, greater public awareness,
social media reporting etc. In addition to all this, we have reasons to believe that there are still
cases that go unreported.
The increase in the number of leopard deaths is due to multiple reasons. Poorly planned land
use, especially for agriculture, and the resulting forest fragmentation is the main reason.
Forest clearance for agriculture both legally and illegally, encroachment and the construction
of infrastructure in areas which have traditionally been the haunt of leopards have caused
fragmentation of their habitat and brought them into more frequent contact with humans.
Fragmentation reduces resource availability and hence, the animals are forced to cross human
habitats to move from one fragment to another looking for food, resting places etc. Also, the
availability of easy prey such as livestock and dogs lure them to now expanded forest edges and
then to villages, to explore further. Encountering a leopard in a human habitat evokes fear which
is often fueled by a lack of awareness which drives people to cause harm to the animals.
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Wildlife crimes tend to increase during periods of dry spells when people look for alternative
means of livelihood and also harvesting periods where intensive measures are taken for
crop protection. In addition the recent COVID 19 incident created a situation where many
people who lost their livelihood were looking for alternative means of livelihood that includes
expanding agriculture and other ways of benefitting from fauna and flora. According to personal
communication with local communities, some of them even brought knowledge of how to gain
more lucrative and sometimes illegal benefits from wildlife.

2.

Why or how did these leopards die? There has been criticism about the manner in which the
snares were removed and the way they were handled.
Snaring of wildlife is prohibited in Sri Lanka’s Flora and Fauna Protection Ordinance. However,
people set traps for the crop raiding species such as wild boars and once a trap is set it could
entrap any species including leopards.
Snaring has been identified as the main reason for leopard deaths in recent years. Initially it was
thought that leopards are caught in snares set for illegal bush meat hunting for species such
as wild boar, sambar etc. Recent cases and some disturbing evidence point in the direction that
some of the deaths could be intentional. People get frightened when they see a leopard. This fear
is fueled by myths and beliefs, word of mouth stories and sometimes movies about man-eating
animals etc. According to a recent survey in the tea plantation areas in the hill country by the
Organization “Friends of Horton Plains” people believe that killing leopards that frequent human
habitats is the best solution.
To answer the question on removing snares, a veterinary doctor can best explain how a snare
can be removed with minimum damage to the animal. My general understanding is that the
snare should be removed as fast as possible, with minimum stress to the trapped animal. After
removing the snare, the animal should further be kept in a minimally stressful environment with
very little human encounter while being treated. Sometimes a leopard gets caught in the night
and is spotted only in the morning during which time the animal struggles to get free, a condition
further aggravated if disturbed by people. This time lapse is enough to cause grievous physical
damage to the animal. Even if a snared leopard is taken out from a snare alive, it may succumb
to internal injuries occurring in the struggle to escape or because of the snare getting entangled
in trees. Therefore, the most critical factor is the immediate availability of a trained team which is
capable of removing the snare. Often the Department of Wildlife Conservation (DWC) has trained
staff to do this. Having said that, they could benefit from more people getting trained so that in a
crisis, manpower will not be a problem.
One of the biggest damaging factors is the large crowd that surrounds the snared leopard. This
causes extreme agitation and further damage to the animal. As for the criticism, I do not have
much to say about it. Each individual case is unique. Regardless of what is said in a text book, it is
not an easy task to rescue and treat a leopard which has been caught in a snare. It is even more
difficult if the animal is up on a tree. I am sure that the people who come for the rescue operation
have every intention of keeping the animal alive. Having said that, I also highlight the fact that
adequate staff who are trained for rescue operations, proper transport facilities to reach the site
immediately, medicine and other necessities, immediate access to an animal hospital without
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having to travel for hours and minimum disturbance from outsiders (only the rescue and medical
staff should be there) are critical factors (in addition to the wounds sustained), that determine
whether an injured animal will live or die. Every attempt should be taken to stop detaining the
animal merely for by-standers to observe/ photograph it as this causes it more stress and puts its
life in danger.
Other ways in which leopards have died include shooting, poisoning and physical damage by
beating or attacking with sharp objects. The recent killing of a leopard in a protected area for its
body parts, and several related incidents and records are causes for serious concern about the
degree of protection we have for leopards and what or who drives the extraction of their body
parts. This is something to which we should pay more attention, demand for strict enforcement of
the law and a thorough investigation before it becomes a bigger threat.

3.
4.

Which is the government authority/authorities responsible for rescuing these trapped animals
and treating them?
Primarily it is the Department of Wildlife Conservation. They could be assisted if required by staff
from the Department of Forest Conservation, zoological gardens, universities, conservation groups
with adequate training, individuals etc. However, in case of a leopard death one cannot point a
finger only at the wildlife authorities. It is also the responsibility of many other stakeholders
including the land use managers, local authorities and the communities.

What are the legal provisions we have to protect leopards?
The Sri Lankan leopard is an endemic subspecies which is included in the National Red Data List
as an endangered species within Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka is also a signatory to the CITES Convention,
which provides a legal framework that can be used to prosecute when and if any leopard parts
are detected entering or leaving the country. For someone who is convicted of killing a leopard,
the legal provisions specify a fine or jail term as per the Fauna and Flora Protection Ordinance.
For a detailed explanation on enforcement see: - https://news.mongabay.com/2020/01/what-isneeded-to-keep-sri-lankas-leopards-roaming-free-commentary/

5.
LORIS

Is enforcement effective?
Our legal system through the Fauna and Flora Protection Ordnance prescribes substantial
provisions for the protection of leopards but I am not satisfied about its implementation and
enforcement at ground level. Among the major reasons are the inadequacy of trained staff
and limited resources for enforcement (such as patrolling), to respond rapidly to an emergency
situation, the unsatisfactory level of awareness among all stakeholders including the community,
inadequate motivation to make an extra effort for conservation specially among land use
managers and the unwanted influence from third parties for law enforcement. Strict punishment
with a compulsory jail sentence is critically needed. A simple fine is often not sufficient to put an
end to any wildlife related illegal activity.
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The leopard is the apex mammalian predator on the island feeding on a wide variety of prey species ranging from the
large sambar deer to small rodents. (Pic National University of Singapore and Tropical Ecosystem Research Network)
Additionally a proper management plan involving multiple stakeholders, is a must. We all work in
our little corners, but a cumulative effort should be made where researchers, those in the tourism
sector, authorities such as the DWC and Forest Department, decision makers and communities
work together with an understanding of their defined roles from the very beginning.

6.
7.
46

What is our current leopard population?
According to the most recent estimation by Kittle and Watson there are about 1000 leopards
remaining in the wild. Among this are many areas that still need to be surveyed so these
numbers might vary in the future with the additional information from ongoing studies. There
are several studies that are ongoing on population estimation at selected sites, but we need a
joint effort to do an updated estimate. Currently, we are getting numerous records of leopard
presence from sub montane and montane village areas indicating that a considerable population
is either inhabiting / utilizing the human dominated landscape

What has been their rate of decline in the past years?
Several research groups and researchers are currently compiling this information and looking at the
deaths and their causes. The reported number of deaths in the last 10 years is between 80-90 and
this figure could be just the tip of the iceberg because many unofficial information hints of cases
that are not reported. Out of this, a major proportion of deaths are due to snares. Records until midAugust this year show that out of eight leopards that were caught in snares, five died. According to
the Wilderness & Wildlife Conservation Trust (WWCT), 47 leopards were trapped in snares during the
LORIS
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past decade. Most of these deaths are recorded from the hill country where large expanses of forest
areas have been cleared for agriculture and to provide housing for agricultural communities.

8.

Why are leopards important for our biodiversity?
The leopard is the apex mammalian predator on the island or in other words, the top carnivore
in all ecosystems in Sri Lanka. It is both a charismatic animal which is heavily sought after by
tourists and also a keystone species which is critical to manage the ecological balance of the
systems it is present in. Every ecosystem has key elements including carnivores and herbivores
that contribute to shape the ecosystem and balance the food web. In Sri Lanka, the leopard is the
only top predator we have for the terrestrial systems. They are followed by various other small
to medium carnivores such as the fishing cat, rusty spotted cats, jungle cats, jackals etc. and
scavengers such as the wild boars. But no predator in Sri Lanka can match the role performed
by the leopard. A paper published in Science by an international team of researchers reveals
the central role that top carnivores play in shaping nearly every aspect of an ecosystem, from
the number and types of animals that live there, to the plants that grow there, to the diseases
that break out. They found that across the world, top carnivores stabilize ecosystems and keep
environmental elements in balance by making sure no single animal hijacks the system.

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/top-carnivores-help-shape-nearly-everyaspect-their-environment-180949311/
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9.

How can we as citizens be responsible about protecting our wildlife?
We have to be aware. Lack of awareness is a key driving force for environmental destruction. It is
also damaging for development. We are in an era where knowledge is not hard to find. It is also a
good way of getting to know the value of different components of the environment. People protect
only what they value.
Do no harm. If you cannot protect, at least do no harm. Abstain from or reduce activities that are
damaging to the environment. To do this, you need awareness.
Mitigate. Find ways to minimize environmental damage from your activities, whether it is large
scale development or a household activity. Reduce your ecological foot print/ carbon foot print.
Improve or contribute actively to conservation. Conservation is a people’s function. We all have a
role to play. Nobody is excluded.
In addition to what citizens can do, greater conservation measures are required to assure the
protection of the Sri Lankan leopard. To name a few these include good land use management
including habitat conservation and restoration, creating corridors between forest fragments, strict
enforcement of law and imposing penalties and jail sentences for crimes, a practical leopard
conservation plan that can be implemented with the participation of multiple stakeholders and
implementing data driven conservation measures.

A leopard caught in a snare atop a tree.
(Pic by Malaka Abeywardana)
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Like a noose, the snare tightens around the leopard's
body. (Pic by Malaka Abeywardana)
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10.

What role can the media play to protect our wildlife including leopards?
Every day and every minute matters. We frequently hear of leopard deaths. Forest areas are
being cleared and fragmented, exposing leopards to human contact and depriving them of their
foraging, breeding and resting grounds. We do not even know about the viability of isolated
leopard populations and what the population trends will be in future. The media has been
instrumental in awareness development, and even facilitating immediate enforcement. But
haphazard and inaccurate reporting has also done much harm. Four points for journalists to keep
in mind:
1

Tell the story right – provide the right information, not hasty write -ups that provide wrong
information. For example, I have seen photographs of mountain lions and Bengal tigers in
media articles about Sri Lankan leopards. Calling the Sri Lankan leopard “diviya” instead of
“kotiya” is one of the most common errors.

2

Clear up the fiction – exaggeration and sometimes over articulation can cause much damage.
Some media create unnecessary fear about leopards among people, resulting in causing harm
at first sight. Exaggerated articles about man eating leopards of Sri Lanka, gruesome selfies
with dead leopards and equally damaging captions are some examples.

3. Change people’s attitudes and engage with them.
4. Join the battle for conservation – go one step beyond just sharing information and be actively
involved. The media can be in the front line of the battle to engage with the public.

A leopard dies after getting caught in a snare. (Pic by Malaka Abeywardana)
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Caught
between
a snare
and a
fiendish
projectile
By Shiran Wijesinghe

The recent spate of incidents, where
leopards had got caught in snares, sent
shockwaves among wildlife enthusiasts
and when one of the leopards – a rare
black leopard – succumbed to its injuries.
For some of us city folk the news of the
sighting of a genetically mutated black
leopard, would have been as rare as
news they would have heard of trapping
animals in snares. But this method of
poaching and getting rid of what some
would consider as pests has been done
over millennia.
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An illustration of a commonly used snare. The sharp cable snare (A) is attached to a strong piece of rope (B), which together is tied
to a bent, tender tree (C). A carefully placed notch of another similar sized tree or a stump (D) keeps the bent tree (C) with a tension.
When disturbed, it is the trigger to cut the neck or seriously injure the captured animal by propelling it into the air. The direction of
the movement of the animal is E to F along the trail. (Illustration by Dr Sampath Seneviratne)

Cables, wires, braided lines and monofilament lines are common material used in snares. Anyone
who is into sport fishing will tell you how strong the latter two are. Besides being thin and difficult
to see they are extremely strong, having high test strengths, of what we would call in layman
terms … breaking point. Cables could be what are used in vehicles, such as accelerator, brake,
hand-brake and clutch cables. Wires could be those similar to ones used on overhead telephone
lines.
There is no difference between a snare and a hangman’s noose. Like a noose, every bit of
movement makes the snare get tighter and tighter, crippling and permanently scarring the
captured animal. Unlike a noose, the tighter the snare gets, the deeper it cuts into the skin and
flesh of the animal, at times cutting deep into the limb that got ensnared.
There is yet another weapon used by poachers. It is far more deadly and devastating than a snare.
Its mechanism is very similar to a flint-lock type of gun, minus its stock. Poachers use anything
as a projectile – from a lead ball, ball-bearings, pellets, to a six-inch or so long rod pointed at one
end and fashioned out of an aluminium or galvanized steel bucket handle. Like in a snare, the
trip-wire is a braided or monofilament line. The latter projectile is even capable of going through
the engine block of a vehicle.
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Who in the world would want to use such snares and
trap guns?
In order to explain that and to guide you on a journey of life out in the remote
villages of Sri Lanka, I have decided to use two fictitious characters – a farmer
named Muthubanda and his fellow-villager, Mathalan. We will take it that
the remote village they live in was once a part of a jungle tract and that the
village is still frequented by wild animals which was once their “adaviya”, or
haunt, long before humans encroached into it and settled-down permanently.
There are similarities in reality to what I have said above and what is
mentioned below.
A simpleton, Muthubanda eked a living by growing vegetables in a plot of
land, known as a chena cultivation (heãna) which he cleared out of the
surrounding jungle. Within walking distance of this plot was his house. His
needs, and that of his family, were frugal. His companion, when he works in
the field, was his pet dog named Kalua. Much loved by his household, Kalua
was an obedient animal to his master and his family.
It was well past midnight when one day, Muthubanda heard Kalua barking.
A few minutes later, he heard a leopard’s growl and the dog yelping in pain,
followed by a violent struggle. A minute or two later, there was dead silence.
Afraid to go out, Muthubanda remained inside the house until dawn broke.
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While laying traps to capture
animals for their skins, using
their body-parts for medicinal
or other purposes is secondary,
the primary reason for laying
traps is for a thriving business.
In areas where poultry, pork and
beef is hard to come by, bush
meat supplements the diet of
remote village communities.
Bush meat includes venison,
wild boar, monkey, armadillo,
musk deer, etc.
Even elephants have been
ensnared and have succumbed
due to their inability to feed and
fend for themselves,or died of
injuries inflicted by trap guns.
There have been instances
where even people have got
critically or fatally injured by
such weapons.
Humans are creatures of
conflict. Not only do we conflict
with nature and wildlife … we
also conflict with our fellow
human-beings. The use of
snares and trap guns not only
stem from the conflict humans
have with wildlife. They are
used in their insatiable need for
financial stability through the
illegal wildlife trade.
When Muthubanda went out of his house, a few of his neighbours had already
gathered close to his field, for they too had heard the commotion in the night.
There was a trail of blood leading towards the jungle. Among the crowd, and
inspecting the tell-tale signs was Mathalan.
Everyone in the village knew that Mathalan made his money by poaching. His
forefathers were poor and he wanted to be different. He wanted to be rich and to
make a name for himself. He has made important contacts and in-roads in his
chosen line of work. An excellent tracker, he was followed by Muthubanda and
a few of those who had gathered into the jungle. Mathalan found the carcass
of what seemed to be the half-eaten remains of Kalua.
Muthubanda went from a state of shock to one of anger after he saw the
remains of his beloved dog. His mind was in a swirl. What if this creature
that attacked and killed Kalua do the same to my hamine (wife) and children?
He voiced his opinion, which sent shivers down the spines of every villager
present. With the backing of their consensus, he decided that in these remote
fastness, the only justice was vengeance! For the villagers, it would be getting
rid of a potential predator. As for Mathalan, a leopard’s skin would fetch him a
handsome price.
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“As long as there is a demand
for bush meat, snares and trap
guns will be an accessory to
those who supply the trade. Will
there ever be a drop in demand
is a question that most often
will go unanswered. Ultimately,
the decision not to contribute
to the bush meat trade lies in
the hands of the consumers. If
a successful campaign could
be carried out to stop the trade,
the chances of the younger
generation seeing some of our
endangered species will be
greater.”
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illegal wildlife
trade
The present crisis

T

By Hasantha Kaushalya

he “Coronavirus of 2019” (COVID-19)1 brought modern human
civilization to its knees in a matter of no time. It undoubtedly posed
the greatest health and economic challenge for mankind in this
century. A theory based on comparative analysis of this virus’s
genomic data by a group of researchers revealed the most rational
origin which confirms that COVID-19 is not a laboratory construct
or a purposefully manipulated virus2. Past coronaviruses, including
SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) and MERS (Middle Eastern Respiratory
Syndrome) have originated in bats, and COVID-19 is a 96.3% match to a virus found
in horseshoe bats in southeast China. It is even more similar to a virus discovered in
pangolins; a highly trafficked mammal in the world which is sought after in China
and Vietnam for their scales and meat3. How did it cross the species boundaries and
spill over to humans? The answer was found in central China, in the Huanan sea food
wholesale market (a wet market) in the city of Wuhan. The market is well-known for
the fish it sells as well as a wide array of meat from other animals, including bats,
snakes and pangolins4. These live animal markets, which often have links with the
illegal wildlife trade (IWT), is the ideal environment for zoonotic viruses such as this
coronavirus to spillover from its wildlife hosts into the human population.
This article is intended to provide a snapshot of the cross border illegal wildlife trade to raise
awareness among Sri Lankans.
Numbers Speak

1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronavirus_disease_2019 accessed on 28.03.2020
2. Andersen, K. G. (2020). The prwximal origin of SARS-CoV-2. Nature Medicine. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41591-020-0820-9
3. https://www-sierraclub-org.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.sierraclub.org/sierra/china-could-end-global-trade-wildlife?amp
4. https://www.cnet.com/how-to/coronavirus-explained-all-your-questions-about-covid-19-answered/#wherefrom
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Poachers slice off the faces of live rhinos to steal their horns, armed groups equipped with
advanced weapons shoot down elephants for their tusks, factory like farms breed captive tigers
to marinate their bones for tiger wine and fry their flesh which is destined for the dinner plate,
bears are kept caged for a lifetime to have their gallbladders regularly drained for liver tonic. What
more does one need to understand the cruelty of this dirty business? But for any criminal who
wants great rewards for minimum risk, it is a most attractive one5. IWT is not geographically
confined. It could be seen as insignificant, as it ought to be. Regrettably though, these facts speak
for themselves.
ÒÒ Totoaba (Totoaba macdonaldi) poaching off the Gulf of California, Mexico for their swim
bladders (often referred to as the “cocaine of the sea”) with a black market value of up to
USD 46,000 per kilogram, endangers both the totoaba population as well as the near extinct
vaquita (world’s smallest porpoise) population with less than 20 animals remaining in the
world6,
ÒÒ Every year up to 350 million glass eels (Anguilla anguilla) or elvers, which is equivalent to
about a quarter of the total number of fish naturally reaching Europe each year, are smuggled
to the far east through Europe. A kilogram could fetch about USD 27,000 in the black market.
Numerically, it is by far the biggest wildlife crime on the planet7.
ÒÒ Rosewood (Dalbergia spp.) is a widely trafficked timber species and is even called “the ivory of
the forest”. Globally, 15 – 30% of timber is harvested illegally. According to Interpol, the illegal
timber trade is worth USD 50 billion - 150 billion annually and estimated to account for 50 –
90% percent of wood harvested from Amazonia, central Africa and south-east Asia8.
ÒÒ It is estimated that about 37 million seahorses (Hippocampus spp.) are taken from the wild
every year and 96% of the global trade involving it is believed to be illegal. south-east Asia
and west Africa are the main exporting regions. More than half of captured seahorses end up
dead, dried and sold internationally (about USD 4 – 6 per animal at retail) for use in traditional
medicines thought to boost virility and even cure impotence9.
ÒÒ Since the year 2000 more than 96 million individual abalone (Haliotis spp.) has been smuggled
to east Asia to be used as seafood. It is worth at least USD 60 million a year. The illegal trade in
abalone now counts as south Africa’s third most valuable fishery according to TRAFFIC10.
ÒÒ Unfertilized sturgeon and paddlefish roe (Acipenseriformes spp.) popularly known as caviar is
a delicacy and is one of the most expensive wildlife products (up to USD 35,000 per kilogram).
Of the 27 species of sturgeon and paddlefish, 85% are on the brink of extinction11.
Black-market prices of some of the most sought-after illicit wildlife products are staggeringly
high. At times elephant ivory could fetch more than USD 2,000 per kilogram, rhino horns –
USD 30,000 – 60,000 per kilogram, pangolin scales – USD 3,000 per kilogram and agarwood
(“wallapatta”) about USD 30,000 – 50,000 per kilogram.
5. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/sep/26/animal-trafficking-cites-criminal-industry-policed-toothless-regulator
6. https://porpoise.org/knowledge-base/totoaba-connected-vaquita/
7. https://inews.co.uk/news/long-reads/surrey-fish-broker-old-bailey-convicted-endangered-eel-smuggling-racket-1393366
8. https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/05/global-timber-trafficking-harms-forests-and-costs-billions-of-dollars-here-s-how-to-curb-i
9. https://oceana.org/blog/millions-seahorses-wind-dead-black-market-senseless-reason
10. https://globalinitiative.net/abalone-poaching/
11. https://www.illegalwildlifetrade.net/2019/10/28/understanding-the-global-illegal-caviar-trade-cites-labelling-system-not-implemented/
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In October 2019, the World Bank Group published a report titled “Illegal Logging, Fishing and
Wildlife Trade: The Costs and How to Combat It”12. The study estimated that illegal logging, fishing
and the wildlife trade have an economic value of USD one trillion or more per year including the
economic losses (more than 90 percent) that comes from estimated ecosystem services that
are not currently priced by the market. Within that amount, the value of IWT is estimated to be
between USD 7 – 23 billion a year. In terms of monetary value13 it is ranked fourth among other
transnational organized crimes.
Other victims of IWT
One would think this trade could sustain many lives because of the amount of wealth it
generates. Unfortunately, this is not the case. An African poacher will receive about USD 150
per kilogram of elephant ivory. A kilogram of rhino horn would fetch about USD 167. The story is
quite similar for other smuggled wildlife articles as well. Usually the kingpins who mastermind
the IWT supply chain reap all the profits while the poachers get nothing more than a pittance
for their subsistence. Usually the poachers are both socially and economically deprived and
their families become direct victims of this crime. The law hardly extends far enough to catch
the kingpins. Therefore, it is not incorrect to say that apart from the harm it does to nature, IWT
exploits the livelihood opportunities of underprivileged communities and traps them in a vicious
poverty cycle. In short, IWT robs poor people in mega-biodiversity nations who depend on nature
for their sustenance.
Trafficking routes
An increasing demand for wildlife products, including as exotic pets (a status symbol) by the
expanding wealthy middle-class population in east Asia, combined with a variety of superstitious
beliefs ranging from aphrodisiac effects to cancer medicines, are the major catalysts for IWT.
One should not forget the demand in Europe and north America as well. IWT often intermingles
with other Transnational Organized Crimes (TOC) such as money laundering, drugs and arms
trafficking. As a result, it not only threatens national security, but also hinders economic
development and undermines the rule of law14.
Traffickers have exploited all modes of cross border transport including sea, air, and land routes.
They move the contraband in the guise of travelers, passenger baggage, mail and courier, air
cargo, and sea cargo. These known routes have been mapped by USAID’s Reducing Opportunities
for Unlawful Transport of Endangered Species (ROUTES) partnership and made on publicly
available on their website15. IWT hotspots and high-risk routes are distinctly recognizable in this
map. Sadly, Sri Lanka is also connected to this maze of lines and dots.
The Monitor Conservation Research Society (Monitor), in collaboration with the Wildlife Justice
Commission (WJC), has examined the trade dynamics and criminal networks connected to the
Indian star tortoises under operation “Dragon”. They have exposed the current threat levels and
the enabling factors that allow this trade to continue16. Traffickers have claimed the tortoises
were from farms. However, investigations found that the term “farm” was actually used for “safe
houses” used by traffickers as collection, storage and distribution points where live animals were
stored until buyers were found, and not a captive breeding facility. Interestingly, they have found
that Sri Lanka is an easily accessible entry and exit point that is involved in this swindle.

12.World Bank. (2019). Illegal Logging, Fishing, and Wildlife Trade: The Costs and How to Combat it. http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/
en/482771571323560234/WBGReport1017Digital.pdf
13. https://www.interpol.int/en/content/download/5099/file/UNEP-INTERPOL%20Report%20The%20Rise%20of%20Environmental%20Crime.pdf
14. https://www.justice.gov/enrd/wildlife-trafficking
15. https://routespartnership.org/industry-resources/infographics/air-transport-wildlife-trafficking-route-maps/total-routes-with-title.png/
image_view_fullscreen
16.https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2351989419304470#!
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It is not necessary to detail other local species involved in IWT since local media publish extensively instances when
law enforcement authorities make seizures, both inland and at different entry and exit points.

Map 1: total trafficking routes (source: https://routespartnership.org/industry-resources/infographics/air-transportwildlife-trafficking-route-maps)

Map 2: smuggling routes indicated according to levels
of accessibility. The green lines represent accessible
entry and exit points described by individuals involved
in the trafficking of Indian star tortoises. The yellow line
represents a riskier route and the red line indicates where
the points of exit and entry are most unsafe for their
smuggling networks.
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Law enforcement outcomes in the region
In February 2020, the Wildlife Trade Monitoring Network, TRAFFIC published a report named
“South East Asia: At the Heart of Wildlife Trade”. For this report they recognized and analyzed
thousands of successful seizures in ten countries in south-east Asia in recent years focusing
on some of the most traded groups of terrestrial animals. The key findings of this report are
reproduced below17.
ÒÒ Between 2008-2019, about 225,000 kg of African elephant (Loxodonta africana) ivory was
seized collectively by Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao People’s Democratic Republic (PDR), Malaysia,
Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam 71% of this was seized by Vietnam
and another 14% by Singapore.
ÒÒ Between 2000- 2019, some 895,000 pangolins are estimated to have been trafficked globally.
Between 2017-2019, over 96,000 kg of pangolin scales, mostly African, were seized by
Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam. It represented about 94% of the total amount of scales
confiscated in south-east Asia during this period.
ÒÒ Between 2003-2019m more than 100,000 pig-nosed turtles (Carettochelys insculpta) were
seized in only Indonesia. In south-east Asia, the species is found only in the Papua province of
Indonesia.
ÒÒ From 2018-2019 over 45,000 songbirds were seized in Sumatra and Java.
ÒÒ In 2017 more than 6,000 Indian star tortoises (Geochelone elegans) – from south Asia – were
seized in just ten incidents. with all of them heading to either Malaysia, Thailand or Singapore.
ÒÒ From 2000- 2016, more than 3,800 bear equivalents were seized in Asia, implicating almost all
ASEAN countries.
ÒÒ Between 2016-2017, at least 4,500 African rhino horns were traded illegally globally but only
1,093 were seized by enforcement agencies; many of who implicated almost all ASEAN
members as a destination or transit country.
ÒÒ Between 2010 - 2019, more than 3,000 helmeted hornbill (Rhinoplax vigil) parts and products
seized in Asia with more than 1,100 seized just in Indonesia; online platforms and markets
continue to offer hundreds of helmeted hornbill products illegally including Lao PDR,
Myanmar and Thailand.
ÒÒ Between 2000-2018, more than 2,200 equivalent tigers seized in just the 13 tiger range states.
ÒÒ In 2018, over a four-month period, at least 1,189 otters were observed for sale online in four
ASEAN countries. From 2002-2009, at least 356 individuals from eight ASEAN countries,
largely Indonesia and Vietnam, were arrested for it.
Experts believe the global seizures represent only the tip of the iceberg which amounts to about
10% of the actual IWT volume. The balance 90% remains imperceptible. There are quite a number
of inherent reasons for this huge failure.

17.https://www.traffic.org/publications/reports/renewed-game-plan-needed-to-tackle-southeast-asias-massive-wildlife-trafficking-problem/
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Global challenges to counter IWT law enforcement
Unarguably, the actual crime occurs at the source; when the elephant, rhino, pangolin or the
tiger is killed by the poacher or when the rosewood tree is chopped down by the logger. It is done
because there is a demand. Often the supply and demand are located in different jurisdictions.
Thus, criminals have to move the contraband from the source to the destination. This might
involve a number of different jurisdictions as transit points. As long as the supply chains
remain intact, source countries will continuously be exploited and the subjected species will be
threatened with extinction.
The absence of an integrated crime prevention approach; lack of communication between
government agencies both within and between countries; corruption leading to inadequate
investigations or no criminal prosecution; countering IWT not being recognized as a strategic
priority within the administration or in the country; lack of legislation or loopholes in existing
legislation; lack of capacity among border control officers; involvement of militant groups in IWT
and evolving modus operandi are some of the reasons that create gaps and opportunities for
criminals to sneak through the law.
In the modern world, online trading or trading via internet (e-commerce) has brought a new
dimension to international trade. Criminals have exploited this channel for transboundary crimes
including IWT. Common social media applications and platforms such as “Darknet” are used by
them to buy and sell endangered animals, plants and their products illegally18. Hence, the battle to
counter IWT is a challenge which will have to be fought on multiple fronts.
Governments must take bold action at policy and strategic levels if they are to better counter the
threat which IWT poses to global biodiversity. It should be looked at in a more holistic manner
than merely looking at individual incidents. Cooperation in law enforcement both inter- state and
intra -state is imperative and counter IWT investigations should be led to find root causes and not
just to treat the symptoms.

18.Combatting Wildlife Crime Linked to the Internet: Global Trends and China’s Experiences, TRAFFIC Report, July 2019
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The nourishment of

Mount Lavinia

beach
C
By Charitha Pattiaratchi1, Nadiya Azmy2 and Asha de Vos1, 2

oastal areas have attracted people throughout history, developing into major population
centres and for trade and economic development through development of ports and associated
infrastructure. Due to a variety of competing interests, coasts are complex regions subject to
a diverse range of land use, stakeholders and investments that can create adverse physical,
ecological and socioeconomic interactions (Brown et al., 2014). Coastline changes have broad
consequences for the sustainability of coastal communities, structures and ecosystems
(Mentaschi et al., 2018). Beaches are considered as both an economic and a natural resource.

As a natural resource, they add beauty to the coast and provide habitats for many creatures including birds and sea
turtles and for human recreation. As an economic resource, they provide services to people, businesses and property.
The coastline also forms the energetic interface between land and the ocean, absorbing and dissipating ocean energy
such that the action of ocean waves, tides and currents constantly changes the shape and form of the beaches. The
dynamic nature of the beach is expressed in terms of coastal erosion and accretion which are mainly due to human
interference through the construction of a variety of structures and other activity such as sand extraction (both from
the beach and in rivers) that alters the sediment balance. Due to these conflicting activities, the management of the
beach has to include different perceptions, values, and interests and therefore is a challenge.
Solutions to mitigate beach erosion include “hard” and “soft” engineering approaches. Soft erosion control solutions
are natural and may include, for example, geotextiles, beach nourishment, beach dewatering systems and sand
bags. Hard solutions such as rock revetments, sea walls and groynes represent the traditional approach to shoreline
and coastal protection. Globally, there is growing concern that hard measures may be accelerating erosion due to
changes to the local wave and current conditions that alter the natural shoreline processes not only locally but also
in downstream locations. The impact of coastal intervention is such that for the system to reach a new equilibrium,
it may take decades and affect a significant area of the coast. It is also generally accepted that once a protection
scheme is implemented which may be either ‘hard’ or ‘soft’ solutions, it is a continuous process to maintain it (PIANC,
2014).

1
2

The Oceans Institute, University of Western Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Perth, WA, 6009, Australia
Oceanswell, 9 Park Gardens, Colombo 5, Sri Lanka
Email: chari.pattiaratchi@uwa.edu.au and asha@oceanswell.org
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This paper relates to the recently concluded beach nourishment project
undertaken at Mt. Lavinia beach in April 2020. Under the auspices of the
Coast Conservation Department (CCD) of Sri Lanka, 150,000 m3 of sand
extracted from two-six kilometers offshore from Ratmalana station was
placed on a 500- meter length of Mt. Lavinia beach. The objective of the
project has been defined as forming a 15-meter wide beach at Wellawatte
through northward sand transport from Mount Lavinia (Daily Mirror, 2020).
In this paper, we undertake an analysis of the current situation through
personal experience, numerical modelling together with Google Earth and
Sentinel satellite imagery. The Google Earth imagery was obtained on 5
April 2020 – just prior to the commencement of the beach nourishment
project, reflecting the existing state of the beach. We use these imagery for
illustrative purposes. The area under consideration is a five kilometer stretch
of beach between the Mount Lavinia headland to the Wellawatte canal outlet.
The stability of a beach depends on sand transport along shore (parallel to the
beach) and cross-shore (perpendicular to the beach). Along the west coast of
Sri Lanka, the net transport of sand is from south to north in response to the
south-west monsoon waves and swell waves originating from the southern
ocean. It is estimated that the transport capacity in the region is ˜ 255,000
m3 per year with the net movement from south to north (Jayathilaka and
Fernando, 2019). This is in response to the south-west monsoon. During
the north east monsoon period, this section of the coast is sheltered by
the monsoon generated waves but is influenced by the local sea breeze
that transports sand from north to south. However, the volumes are small
compared to that during the south-west monsoon (Pattiaratchi et al., 1999).
As is the case with beaches globally, there is a seasonal variation in the
beach width. In the event of energetic waves with long wave periods, there
is onshore transport of sand along the sea bottom resulting in an increase
in beach width. In contrast, during energetic breaking waves with small
wave periods, such as those experienced during the south-west monsoon
season, strong offshore transport occurs, the beach is eroded and beach width
decreases. Therefore, along this coastal stretch, beaches are narrow during
the south-west monsoon and wider during the north-east monsoon. This is
not erosion/accretion but the natural variability.
Embayed beaches bounded by headlands (‘headland bay beaches’) are a
common feature globally and along the coast of Sri Lanka. Coastal headlands
and their associated beaches are considered the most natural beach
landforms. This is because waves diffracting (diffraction refers to the wave
phenomenon that occurs when a wave encounters an obstacle or a slit. It is
defined as the bending of waves around the corners of an obstacle) at the
headland approach the beach at right angles, minimising the longshore
transport (longshore transport refers to the transport of sand parallel to the
shore by the combined action of waves, tides and the shore-parallel currents
produced by them). The major geological formation at Mount Lavinia is the
prominent headland where Mount Lavinia hotel is located (Figure 1). To the
south, the headland traps sand resulting in a wide beach providing a great
amenity to hotel residents (Figure 1). The sand extends offshore to the end of
the headland indicating that sand can move from south to north around the
headland. The beach to the north of the hotel is controlled by the headland.
This is evident in the image, which shows the wave crests approaching
parallel to the beach as represented in Figure 1. The presence of many rocks
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Figure 1 : Mount Lavinia hotel and
headland.
and boulders in this region will also act to
break the energy of the waves. Therefore,
this part of the beach is stable.
The stretch of beach between Mount Lavinia
and Aponso Avenue is shown in Figure 2.
The rock formation on the beach at the end
of Aponso Avenue acts as a barrier to the
northward sand transport. This results in
a wider beach to the south for almost one
kilometre. To the north of the rock at Aponso
Avenue the shoreline indents but there is
no erosion as evidenced by the presence of
healthy vegetation (Figure 3).
The 1.6 kilometer stretch of beach between
the rock at Aponso Avenue and Dehiwala
canal outlet is protected by a shallow reef
parallel to the coast as evidenced by the
breaking waves (Figure 4). The presence
of the reef dissipates the wave energy
and provides protection for the beach.
Nevertheless, there is still sand transport
with the training groynes at the canal
entrance acting as a barrier for northward
sand transport. There is accumulation of
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sand to the south of the Dehiwala canal outlet (Figure 4). Again, there is no
evidence of erosion along this stretch of the coastline. This is highlighted by
examining the shoreline change maps created using the Sentinel satellite over
the period of March 2016 to November 2019 (Figure 5). The seasonal changes as
mentioned above are reflected in the maps but there is no systematic erosion.
The pattern of sand accretion/deposition repeats at the canal outlets at Dehiwala
and Wellawatte (Figure 4). Here, coastal structures have been built to prevent sand
deposition at the outlet to keep it open. The accumulation of sand to the south of
the outlets results in wider beaches while those to the north of these structures
are narrow due to the trapping effect of the training groynes.
This coastal stretch has significant biological and ecological importance
(Fernando, 2009) that also impact local livelihoods. Not only is it abundant
with sandstone reefs and rocky habitats (Uni-Consultancy Services, 2019),
but it is also reported to be a part of one of the most productive lobster fishing
sites (Bruin, 1970). In addition, the environment offshore from Mt. Lavinia
is significant for its various dive sites including shipwrecks which are high
in biodiversity but also hold great archaeological value and have become
increasingly important to our tourism industry (Jayatillake, 2020). Furthermore,
Mount Lavinia beach is considered one of the best beaches in Sri Lanka to
observe seashells and molluscs, some of which are only found in these areas
(Fernando, 2009). The easily accessible rocks at the southern end have been
used by students to observe marine flora and fauna and has been the focus of
much research.
Summary
Summarising the above description of the beach processes and variability along
the five kilometer stretch of beach between the Mount Lavinia headland to the
Wellawatte canal outlet, it is clear that no erosion is occurring over this stretch
of the coastline – it has been stable for many decades. Instead what we see
is the natural variability of the beach resulting from seasonal changes in the
incident wave climate in the area as a result of our monsoonal climate.

Figure 2 : Mount Lavinia hotel to
Aponso Avenue.

Our analysis identified several natural and man-made barriers for northward
sand transport between Mount Lavinia and Wellawatte. These include the rock
structure at Aponso Avenue and the canal outlets at Dehiwala and Wellawatte.
There is no indication of how much sand will bypass these obstructions and
whether the siltation as a result of increased sand supply will impact these
outlets. It is possible that additional dredging may be required to keep the canal
outlets open.
The sand nourishment of Mount Lavinia beach appears to have no tangible
outcomes with respect to the aims of the project. The exercise appears to
be undertaken without adequate planning and ignoring even basic coastal
engineering principles. However, a considerable amount of money has been
spent. It is expected, through design or otherwise, that the majority of the sand
will be washed away from Mount Lavinia beach after the south-west monsoon
season. Some sand has already been removed by higher waves associated with
Tropical Cyclone Amphan. The percentage of sand deposited at Mount Lavinia
beach making it as far as Wellawatte is likely to be small and certainly not
sufficient to create the anticipated 15-m beach. The existing seasonal change in
the beach is larger than 15 m per annum.
We believe that as we move into the future a thorough review of the decisionmaking process should be undertaken to prevent another costly exercise
similar to this recurring in Sri Lanka. Over the next few months, monitoring
of critical areas where the additional sand may have an impact should be
monitored and should include the coastal reef systems and canal outlets.
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Figure 3 : Aponso Avenue to
Station Road.
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Figure 5 : shoreline changes (March 2016 to November 2019) in the study
region from Sentinel satellite imagery (analysis undertaken by Dr. Pushpa
Dissanayake, Kiel University, Germany).

Figure 4 : Dehiwela and Wellawatte
canal outlets.
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GOING GREEN

INITIATING A
RAINFOREST
RESTORATION IN
DIYAKOTHAKANDA
By Amila Perera, Dineth Danushka, Lakdas Fernando, Savitri Gunatilleke and
Nimal Gunatilleke

A fair proportion of lowland rainforests in Sri Lanka have historically been clear-felled, cultivated by subsistence
farmers and abandoned after depletion of soil fertility. Such areas subsequently colonized by the old-world forked
fern ^lels,a<&, Dicranopteris linearis (Burm. f.) Underw. (Gleicheniaceae) are repeatedly set on fire by local people,
but they re-sprout from their subterranean rhizomes. Consequently, these fernlands persist over long periods as
an ecologically arrested plagioclimax community along with a few other fire-tolerant and shade- intolerant shrub
species that also emerge through the dense fern thicket.

An aerial view
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We initiated a 2.5 Ha rainforest restoration pilot project
in such a fernland plagioclimax in Diyakothakanda near
Morapitiya forest reserve following the ‘relay floristic
facilitation’ model. The subterranean fern rhizome mat
was physically removed. Stone terraces and fern debris
bunds were then established at strategic intervals for soil
conservation. Pioneer shrub species such as Hedyotis
fruiticosa, Mallotus tetracoccus, Croton laccifer and
Melastoma malabathricum already established in the
thicket were retained.

2009

In 2016, with the onset of the north-east monsoons, over
12 nursery-raised pioneer and early successional species
(n = 1250 individuals) common to this region were planted
randomly in the lower-most zone; then in 2017 and
2018 in the mid and upper slopes. Among the 12 pioneer
species planted in 2016, the highest (69% - 97%) survival
rates after eight months were recorded by seven pioneer
species.
The first phase of the relay floristic facilitation model
established with pioneer species showed satisfactory
survival rates. They provided the partial shade required
for ameliorating the above ground environment and soil
conditions for introduction of mid and late-successional
species, as the next successional cohorts, beneath the
shade-intolerant pioneers. The relay floristic facilitation
model appears to be the most suited to redirect the
deflected plagioclimax communities towards the climatic
climax of the region, the lowland rain forests.

2010

The Ray de Costa Memorial Rain forest Initiative and the
Wildlife and Nature Protection Society of Sri Lanka are
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Community participation
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Field workshops by professor Savitri and Nimal Gunatilleke
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